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Picture book, when used appropriately, can provide an

appealing, rich and purposeful context in which to

stimulate students’ learning interest and to promote

their mathematical development. In this study, it

reports on an explorative study designed and carried

out by an in-service teacher who taught in Grade 3.

According to the chapters related to measurement in

the textbook, which are area and time respectively,

three picture books were chosen to be used as the

main context for classroom teaching. The findings

indicate that students are more engaged into their

learning and hope to have more picture books shared

in mathematics class.

Results  and  Conclusion

It was found that the stories in the picture books

greatly arouse students’ learning interest. More

measuring behavior of the students could be found in

class. Also, the students were more engaged to

discussion and willing to share their thought.

This study was carried out in the second semester of

Grade 3 in primary education. There are two chapters

in the Sujiaoban textbook related to measurement: one

is “Area of Rectangle and Square” and the other is

“Year, Month, and Date”. In correspondence to the

mathematical content mentioned above, three picture

books from the Math Matters series are chosen to be

used as the main context for teaching (Table 1), which

was greatly different from using contexts and examples

in the textbooks to teach measurement. The lesson

plans and the conversions between the teacher and her

students during teaching were gathered as data for

analysis.

Chapter in the textbook Mathematical content Name of picture book

Area of Rectangle and Square Meaning of area Sam's Sneaker Squares

Year, Month, and Date Year, Month, and Date Play Date

Hours, minutes and seconds 24-hour clock It is About Time, Max!

Picture books are considered as a didactical tool for

students’ mathematics learning, as they have the

potential to provide students with an appealing context,

which makes the problems, situations and questions that

children encounter in the story meaningful to them (Van

den Heuvel-Panhuizen & Elia, 2013). A great number

of studies have proved that picture book, when used

appropriately, can arouse students’ learning interest and

promote their mathematical development. In China, the

younger generation has more access to and become

more familiar with picture books, including both the

traditional Chinese stories and translated version from

other countries. However, picture books are generally

arranged as home reading. How to make use of picture

books in the setting of classroom to facilitate students’

mathematics learning still remains a topic to explore.

Therefore, the author designed this study to investigate

how to support students’ learning of measurement in

primary education by introducing picture books.
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